TM

Set-Up Instructions 3x3 Curved

1. Set up the VBurst display and connect all the hooks.

2. Connect the Male end to the Female end of all three light bar sets. Male & Female adapters come with each light bar
to use for connection.

3. Hang the hook end of both light bar sets on the
center of each top section. Make sure light bars face the
fabric back cover for best backlit quality. Secure light bars
together with provided light connector clip.

4. Connect two 36” link cables (red circle areas show
connections and close up image) to top and bottom as
needed to daisy chain the light bar sets together.
Connect the power cord to the bottom of one of the far
left or right lightbar sets. Extend power cord out from
back of frame and plug in to wall outlet.

Back
Front

Hang light bars so the light faces the back cover.
5. Attach the fabric back cover by starting at the top of
one end cap bracket and continue accross the top to the
other end cap bracket. Do the same for the bottom of
the display. Complete the attachment of the fabric back
cover by wrapping the rest of the fabric and attaching the
velcro to all the endcap brackets on both ends.
Power
Cord

Link cable connection close up.

6. Attach the front graphic endcap portion to the exposed velcro edge of the back cover on the end cap brackets to
complete the front graphic attachment to the VBurst display.

3x3 Backlit Pop-Up light Kit Wiring Diagram

5-6

Pigtail Cord Connection

7-8

Hanger Bracket Clips

9-10
Flourescent Light

15-16

3-4

Light Brace

13-14

1-2
Pigtail Cord Connection

11-12
Single Power Cord

1. Connect Flourescent Lights 1 - 14 to each other and add Hanger Bracket Clips and Light Braces.
2. Add Pigtail Cord Connections and Single Power Cord.
3. Hang Flourescent Lights (Bulb side facing back of display, not front, to prevent hot spots)
from the cross points of each top frame scissor.

Scan for Set Up Video:

